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The horn of ungulate grazers offers a valuable isotopic record of their diet and environment.

However, there have been no reports of the spatio-temporal variation of the isotopic composition

of horns. We investigated patterns of carbon (d13C) and nitrogen (d15N) isotopic composition along

and perpendicular to the horn axis in Capra ibex and Rupicapra rupicapra rupicapra to assess the

effects of animal age, within-year (seasonal) and inter-annual variation, natural contamination and

sampling position on horn isotope composition. Horns of male C. ibex (n¼ 23) and R. r. rupicapra

(n¼ 1) were sampled longitudinally on the front (only R. r. rupicapra) and back side and on the

surface and sub-surface. The sides of the R. r. rupicapra horn did not differ in d13C. In both species,

the horn surface had a 0.15% lower d13C and a higher carbon-to-nitrogen (C/N) ratio than the sub-

surface. Washing the horn with water and organic solvents removed material that caused these

differences. With age, the d15N of C. ibex horns increased (R0.1% year�1), C/N ratio increased, and
13C discrimination relative to atmospheric CO2 (

13D) increased slightly (R0.03% year�1). Geostatis-

tical analysis of one C. ibex horn revealed systematic patterns of inter-annual and seasonal
13C changes, but 15N changed only seasonally. The work demonstrates that isotopic signals in horns

are influenced by natural contamination (d13C), age effects (13D and d15N), and seasonal (d13C and

d15N) and inter-annual variation (d13C). Themethods presented allow us to distinguish between these

effects and thus allow the use of horns as isotopic archives of the ecology of these species and their

habitat. Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Based on the principle stated by DeNiro and Epstein1 ‘‘You

are what you eat, isotopically’’ for decades many studies in

animal ecology have applied isotope techniques to charac-

terise and quantify diet inputs, measure trophic interactions,

trace large-scale movements and assess general nutritional

condition.2–8 The wide application of these techniques in

animal ecology is based on the fact that several biogeochem-

ical processes produce systematic variations in the natural

isotope abundance that is passed from primary producers onto

consumer food webs. Animal tissues become labelled with the

isotopic composition of their diet. The extent of this labelling

depends on the isotope fractionation characteristic of the

tissues and on their metabolic turnover rates.9

Most isotope studies designed to track migrants or des-

cribe temporal variation of diet composition have used meta-

bolically inert tissues for which growth periods and rates are

well defined.7,10 Metabolically inert tissues are the ones
ndence to: H. Schnyder, Lehrstuhl für Grünlandlehre,
e Universität München, Germany.
hnyder@wzw.tum.de
which are progressively laid down and remain unchanged,

so that the stable isotope ratios are locked during their

growth. These tissues include hair, claws, feathers, baleen

and teeth.6,11 Isotopic chronologies can be reconstructed

from the spatial variation of isotope composition along the

growth axis of the horn and knowledge of the timing and rate

of tissue growth.6,11–14

These works allowed new insights in animal ecology, such

as tracing whale migration patterns,15 diet and foraging

behaviour of elephants,10 and altitudinal distribution and

movement of birds.16 Recent studies have also shown the

potential of hair as archives of biogeochemical processes in

grassland: there is a strong correlation between the
13C signature of grazer hair and that of pasture vegetation

at different levels of plant-available soil water.17 In addition,

altitudinal variation in 13C (or 15N) of grazer hair corre-

sponds closely with that of pasture vegetation along the same

altitude gradients.18

The horns of ungulates, like hair, are a hard metabolically

inert a-keratinous tissue. Hard keratins are very stable

proteins, insoluble in conventional protein solvents,19 and

essentially resistant against proteolytic enzymes and post
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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mortem degradation.20 For this reason, keratinous tissues

constitute important historical records of species ecology and

ecosystems properties. Horn fibre formation follows the

general sequence of events of keratinous tissues: cells

deriving from a stem cell population undergo differentiation,

keratinisation and cornification, with some final structural

and anatomical differences.19 The horns of ungulates grow

throughout the animal’s life, by the sequential deposition of

keratin sheaths over a bony core structure.19 There is

evidence that hormones and the annual cycle of day-length

can play important roles in the onset and control of horn

growth and cessation, and of growth rate variations with age

and seasons.21,22

Capra ibex and Rupicapra rupicapra rupicapra are common

alpine grazers and we wish to use their horns as isotopic

archives and recorders of their behavioural ecology and

environment/habitat. C. ibex is a highly dimorphic species in

which males have longer horns, whereas R. r. rupicapra has a

discrete sexual dimorphism of horn length.23,24 In both

species, the horns grow from spring to winter, producing

distinct annual increments, i.e. year-rings, whose length

decreases asymptotically with age.25,26

Although the horns of ungulates were shown to reflect the

isotopic signature of their diet,27 to our knowledge no

chronological analyses of horns have been reported, except

for one study, which reported the spatial variation of carbon

and nitrogen isotopic composition along the growth axis of

fossil cattle horn.28 In the present study we determined

whether horns contain systematic (spatio-temporal) patterns

of isotope composition, and, if so, are the patterns related to

ontogenetic changes in animal metabolism (and associated

isotope effects) or to inter- and intra-annual variation in the

isotopic composition of their diet. We also evaluated if the

isotopic composition of contemporaneous horn formation

from different regions (sides) of the horn, and contamination

of the horn surface with natural compounds (such as suet or

other organic materials of plant or animal origin), is a factor

that must be considered in horn sample collection and

preparation. Minimizing sampling damage to horns is

another objective, since horns are often prized trophies

and collection items.

Thus, we investigated patterns of horn carbon (d13C) and

nitrogen (d15N) isotopic composition along and perpendicu-

lar to the horn axis of C. ibex and R. r. rupicapra, to answer the

following questions: (i) Does the isotope composition of horn

sheaths differ between the front and back side of the horn?

(ii) Is the surface of the horn substantially contaminated and

does this affect the horn isotopic composition? (iii) Does the

horn isotope composition change systematically with age,

e.g. as a result of ontogenetic changes or chemical/physical

weathering, etc? (iv) Do the carbon (d13C) and nitrogen (d15N)

isotope compositions exhibit systematic seasonal (within

year-ring) and inter-annual (between year-ring) variation?

And finally: (v) Are there any systematic patterns that should

be considered in the planning of sampling strategies? Results

of this investigation highlight the potential of horns for

studies of the ecology of these species and of their habitat,

and they provide some practical guidelines for horn

sampling, preparation and analysis for different types of

research questions.
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
EXPERIMENTAL

The horns
The study was performed with horns of animals hunted or

found dead. Twenty-four horns (one per animal) were

sampled: one horn of a R. r. rupicapra male from the

Ammergauer Alps (Germany); and 23 horns of C. ibex males,

one from Val Trupchun (Swiss National Park, Switzerland)

and 22 from Augstmatthorn and Brienzer Rothorn (Natural

History Museum of Bern, NHMB, Switzerland).

The R. r. rupicapra received no post mortem treatment. The

horn of the C. ibex from Val Trupchun had been boiled in

water when the skull was cleaned from adhering tissue and

the horn was removed. The horn surface did not receive any

other treatment. The horns from the Augstmatthorn and

Brienzer Rothorn were collected between 1938 and 2006 and

were subject to the routine cleaning and preservation

treatments of the museum. These included cleaning and

degreasing of the skull and horn, and treatment with

insecticide.
Sampling the horns
Horn growth decreases with age for both species, meaning

that the year-rings are longer at the tip and become shorter

towards the base. Despite the different lengths of the year-

rings, each one corresponds to a defined unit of time,

produced during a fixed period of the year, between spring

and the beginning of winter.29 Therefore, instead of dividing

the whole length of the horn into equal sized sections as in

hair isotopic studies,12 each year-ring was sampled separ-

ately and divided into equal-length sections (Fig. 1(a)).

Although individual sections of year-rings could not be

assigned to exact periods of the season (as the exact timing

and rate of horn growth were unknown), assessing the

spatial variation of isotopic composition within one year-ring

was deemed useful to explore (at least qualitatively) seasonal

variation of horn isotope composition.

In all instances, samples were collected with a wood-

carving knife, which allowed us to remove thin layers of horn

(�5 mm long� 1 mm wide; �0.2 mg; estimated mean thick-

ness 0.4 mm). On the R. r. rupicapra horn, we marked the

longitudinal axis of the horn from the tip (oldest part) to the

base (youngest part) on both sides of the horn, the front and

the back (Fig. 1). We then divided each year-ring into equally

dimensioned (�5 mm long) sections. Wide year-rings were

divided into a larger number of sections. Thus, eight sections

were taken from each of the first three year-rings; five on the

fourth; and one each on the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth

ring, yielding 33 sampling positions. This procedure was

repeated at each position along the back and front sides of the

horn. In addition, at each position and side of the horn, we

collected a surface sample and a sub-surface sample just

underneath. Thus, in total 132 samples were collected from

the R. r. rupicapra horn (33 positions� 2 back/front� 2 sur-

surface/sub-surface).

In C. ibex, samples were collected along the longitudinal

axis on only the back side of horns. On the individual from

Val Trupchun, equally dimensioned sub-surface samples

were collected along each year-ring of the horn. Ten samples
Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 2009; 23: 2347–2356
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Figure 1. Schematic of sampling a horn of R. r. rupicapra.

(a) In every year-ring we sampled equal-length sections (grey

lines) on opposite positions on the front (F) and back (B) side

of the horn. The number of sampling positions varied as a

function of year-ring width (see text). For studies of horn

contamination we collected (and compared) surface and

sub-surface samples at the same positions in one R. r.

rupicapra and one C. ibex horn (see text). (b) The C. ibex

horn from Val Trupchun and (c) close-up of one year-ring. The

white dashed lines give the proximal (P) and distal (D) limit of

the year-ring. Horn growth starts in spring, first forming the

horn tissue near the distal end of the year-ring. Tissue near

the proximal end is formed near the end of the horn growth

period, the fall.
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were cut on the first eight rings (starting at the tip), five on

the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th, and four on the 13th; the number of

samples depending on the length of the year-ring, a total of

104 samples. In addition, to investigate horn surface

contamination, surface samples were collected in the third

and fourth year-rings, at each sampling position, generating

another set of 20 samples.

Sub-surface samples were collected from the other 22 male

horns, which originated from the Augstmatthorn and Brienzer

Rothorn of Switzerland. Only the beginning of each year-ring,

i.e. the distal third of the ring which was formed at the

beginning of annual growth in spring, was sampled. This
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
was done because we were interested in the longer-term

(ontogenetic) changes in horn isotope composition and,

therefore, wanted to avoid the strong intra-annual isotopic

variation in the centre section of the horn. The first year-ring,

at the tip of the horn, was often severely eroded and was not

sampled. All samples were dried at 608C for 24 h.
Washing samples
Surface samples from the C. ibex horn from Val Trupchun

were washed using the protocol described by Schnyder

et al.17 for the hair of cows. Briefly, samples were soaked with

deionised water and washed in a ultrasonic bath, soaked and

centrifuged in methanol/chloroform solution 2:1 (v/v) (at

�60 rpm for 1 h), rinsed with deionised water and dried

(48 h, 408C) before isotope analysis. The presence and

isotopic identity of contaminants were assessed by the

difference between washed and unwashed samples, and that

between unwashed surface samples and corresponding sub-

surface samples.
Isotope analysis
Dried samples of �0.3 to 0.4 mg were enclosed in tin cups

and combusted in an elemental analyser (NA 1110; Carlo

Erba, Milan, Italy) interfaced (modified ConFlo III; Finnigan

MAT, Bremen, Germany) to an isotope-ratio mass spec-

trometer (Delta Plus; Finnigan MAT). The isotope data,

presented as d13C (%) relative to the PDB standard and

d15N (%) relative to nitrogen in air, were calculated as

follows:

dX ¼
Rsample

Rstandard
� 1

� �
� 103 (1)

where dX is d13C or d15N, and R is the respective 13C/12C or
15N/14N ratio. The nitrogen and carbon isotope composition

of one sample was analysed in the same run using the ‘Dual

Gas Acquisition’ feature of the ISODATNT2.0 software

(Finnigan MAT). Laboratory working standard CO2 and N2

gases were calibrated against secondary isotope standards

(IAEA-CH6 for 13C, accuracy of calibration �0.13%; and

IAEA-N1 and -N2 for 15N, accuracy of calibration �0.15%)

with the same setup of the system. A solid internal laboratory

standard (SILS) with a similar C/N ratio to the horn samples

(cattle horn powder d13C �25.63%, d15N 5.68% and C/N

ratio 2.91, also calibrated against international standards)

was run regularly after every 10th sample as a control.

External precision during the investigation (SILS standard

deviation) was 0.12% for d13C and 0.09% for d15N; replicated

measurements for the same horn sample showed a standard

deviation of 0.05% for d13C and 0.07% for d15N.
Carbon isotope discrimination (13D)
The horn d13C depends on the carbon isotope composition of

atmospheric CO2 and on fractionation processes associated

with the diffusion and fixation of CO2 during photosyn-

thesis,30 post-photosynthetic fractionations in plants,31 and

fractionation associated with animal nutritional ecology (e.g.

selective grazing) and metabolism.2 Since the C. ibex horns
Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 2009; 23: 2347–2356
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from Augstmatthorn-Brienzer Rothorn originated at differ-

ent times, from 1938 to 2006, their carbon isotopic

composition must have been influenced by the long-term

isotopic variations of atmospheric CO2. To remove the effect

of atmospheric 13C depletion (Suess effect) on horn carbon

isotope composition, carbon isotopic discrimination was

calculated:

13D ¼ d13CCO2
� d13Chorn

1 þ d13Chorn=1000
(2)

The horn carbon isotope discrimination, 13D, integrates all

fractionation processes associated with the transfer and

transformation of CO2-carbon from the atmosphere, through

plants and the animal, into horn carbon.
Carbon isotope composition of atmospheric
CO2

The atmospheric CO2 carbon isotope composition was

obtained from published measurements of CO2 in free air

and in air bubbles separated from ice cores. Free-air data

were taken from the following stations: Mauna Loa, Hawaii;

Hegyhatsal, Hungary; and Black Sea, Romania; covering the

periods 1955–200532 Data from Antarctica ice cores covered

the periods 1938–1978 at Law Dome33 and 1943–1953 at

Siple.34 A double third-order polynomial model was fitted to

the atmospheric d13CCO2 (%) data, one for the period 1938–

1958 and the other for 1959–2006:

d13CCO2
¼ m3t

3 �m2t
2 þm1tþm0 (3)

where t is time in years; m3 is �2.9E-08, m2 1.44E-4; m1 �0.240

and m0 125.57 (r2¼ 0.85) for the period 1938–1958, and was

8.4537E-06, �0.051, 101.94 and �72655 (r2¼ 0.97) for the

period 1959–2006. The root mean squared error of the

combined model for the studied period was 0.09%.
Statistical analyses
Pairwise comparisons of the mean d13C, d15N and C/N ratio

between the groups: front and back samples; surface and

sub-surface samples and between washed and unwashed

samples, from the same longitudinal sections of the horn,

were performed by two-tailed, paired t-tests. The differences

in d13C, d15N and C/N ratio between front and back sides

were investigated in the R. r. rupicapra horn (n¼ 34, all year-

rings); between surface and sub-surface samples of the R. r.

rupicapra horn (n¼ 34, all year-rings) and the Val Trupchun

C. ibex horn (n¼ 21, 3rd, 4th and 5th year-rings); and between

washed and unwashed samples for the Val Trupchun C. ibex

horn (n¼ 21, 3rd, 4th and 5th year-rings).

For presentation of the frequency distribution of the horn

keratin C/N ratio, kernel density estimation was performed,

because it gives a continuous probability density-function,

such that its resolution is not limited by preselected width

and end points of bins, as in common histograms. For the

theory of kernel density estimation, see Silverman.35 The C/

N ratio was estimated for the C. ibex horn surface, sub-surface

and washed surface samples (each estimation, n¼ 20); and

for R. r. rupicapra horn surface and sub-surface samples (each

estimation n¼ 34).
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Multiple regressions, with ‘age’ and ‘year’ as independent

variables, were used to test for age effects on horn d15N, 13D

and C/N ratio of C. ibex. This was done at the level of the total

data set of C. ibex from the collection of NHMB, which

represented a total time span of 69 years. To isolate the age

effects from the small long-term trends of d15N and 13D, the

data shown in Fig. 3 were corrected for the long-term trend.

To further test if the age of the horn year-ring influenced the

year-ring isotopic composition, the significance of linear

regressions between year-ring age and year-ring 13D,

d15N and C/N ratio were calculated for all individuals of

C. ibex (n¼ 23). Significance levels were adjusted to 0.002

following the Bonferroni procedure for multiple testing with

an original level of 0.05.

The d13C and d15N patterns along the entire horn and

within year-rings were analysed by geostatistical analysis

of the horn with most samples per year-ring: the C. ibex

horn with 10 sections per year-ring, from the 2nd to the 8th

year-ring. The variance of dX (which denotes either d13C or

d15N) depends on the spatial or temporal separation

distance and was quantified by semivariograms (for

theory, see36). The empirical semivariogram, g (h), is given

as:

gðhÞ ¼ 1

2NðhÞ �
Xn
i¼1

dXiðxiÞ � dXiþhðxiþhÞ½ �2 (4)

where g is the variance for dX between all sample pairs N

separated by a given number of sections h. The distance, h,

between data points was considered in terms of sections,

which correspond to year fractions, as 10 sections were

equivalent to 1 year of horn growth. A semivariogram model

was then fitted to the empirical semivariogram. The

semivariogram model delivers three parameters, the nugget

effect, the sill and the range. The nugget effect quantifies the

small-scale variance including data uncertainty. The sill

quantifies the total variance caused by the nugget effect and

the variation due to the spatial pattern. The nugget and sill

are also reported as square roots, which deliver the unit %
and are equivalent to the standard deviation. The third

parameter is the range, which quantifies the number of

sections over which the pattern causes autocorrelation.

Different types of models can be fitted to the data: our data

were fitted best by linear, exponential and periodic models.

Linear and exponential models indicate that the

maximum variation is not achieved within the data domain,

whereas a periodic model indicates a cyclic behaviour of a

property.

Two types of semivariograms were calculated for d13C and

d15N: the life-long semivariogram which included all sample

pairs within a distance of up to 50 sections, and the seasonal

semivariogram which considered only pairs within the

domain of a year-ring excluding the variation between

years. For the seasonal variation, the seasonal year-ring

semivariograms of seven years were pooled to obtain a

sufficient N.37

Kriging was used to interpolate the d13C composition

along the horn because it provides the best linear unbiased

estimation, which minimises prediction error variances.38,39

Kriging was based on the pooled seasonal semivariogram.
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Table 1. Differences in horn d13C, d15N and C/N ratios of R. r.

rupicapra and m C. ibex between samples of the same

transverse section of the horn: front and back side; and

between samples from the same point of sampling: surface

and sub-surface, and washed surface (surfaceW) and sub-

surface. Differences between sample pairs were compared by

paired t-test, in R. r. rupicapra n¼ 68 and in C. ibex n¼ 21; �,

p< 0.05; n.s., not significant; SD, standard deviation

Layers

Differences (%)

Mean SD p

R. r. rupicapra
d13C front – back 0.00 � 0.21 n.s.

surface – sub-surface �0.12 � 0.22 �

d15N front – back �0.10 � 0.26 �

surface – sub-surface 0.03 � 0.29 n.s.
C/N front – back �0.02 � 0.11 n.s.

surface – sub-surface 0.11 � 0.11 �

C. ibex
d13C surface – sub-surface �0.18 � 0.15 �

surfaceW – sub-surface 0.06 � 0.16 n.s.
d15N surface – sub-surface 0.07 � 0.23 n.s.

surfaceW – sub-surface �0.02 � 0.19 n.s.
C/N surface – sub-surface 0.13 � 0.06 �

surfaceW – sub-surface 0.01 � 0.03 n.s.
Figure 2. Frequency distributions of carbon-to-nitrogen ratio

(C/N) of the surface (dashed lines), sub-surface (solid lines)

and washed surface (dotted line) samples of C. ibex (n¼ 21)

and R. r. rupicapra (n¼ 32), calculated from kernel density

distribution.

Analysing the isotopic life history in the horns of alpine ungulates 2351
RESULTS

Isotopic differences between back and front
sides and surface and sub-surface of the horn
Paired horn samples from the front and back side of the R. r.

rupicapra horn, belonging to the same layer (either surface or

sub-surface), showed no significant differences in d13C and

C/N ratio. A slight, although statistically significant,

difference was found between the d15N of the two sides:

the back side was about 0.1% enriched in 15N relative to the

front side (Table 1).

The (unwashed) surface layer differed from the sub-

surface layer in d13C and C/N ratio, but no significant

difference was observed in d15N (Table 1). The d13C was �0.1

to 0.2% more negative and the C/N ratio was slightly higher

in the unwashed surface than in the sub-surface samples.

These relationships were virtually the same in both species

(Table 1).

The C/N ratio frequency distributions of the horn layers

had a similar pattern in both species (Fig. 2): the (unwashed)

surface had a wider and non-normal distribution, contrast-

ing with the normal distribution of the sub-surface; and the

surface mean value was �0.1% higher than that of the sub-

surface. This agreed with the expectation that the unwashed

horn surface might contain other substances, with a higher

C/N ratio or free of N. The presence of these substances

could increase the C/N ratio of surface samples; and – when

present in varying proportions – could enlarge and distort

the normal distribution curve of the horn C/N ratio.

Conversely, the frequency distribution of the C/N ratio of

sub-surface samples was normal, as expected for true horn

tissue, with mean values similar to those of the horn of the

laboratory standard (2.91): 2.95� 0.15 and 3.10� 0.20 for

the C. ibex and R. r. rupicapra, respectively. After washing the
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
surface samples with organic solvents, the C/N ratios of

these samples were virtually the same as that of the sub-

surface samples (Fig. 2). Moreover, the pair-wise compari-

sons of washed surface and sub-surface samples revealed no

significant difference in their d13C, d15N and C/N ratios

(p> 0.05) (Table 1).

Amount and isotopic composition of the
contaminants on the horn surface
We used a two-member mixing model to estimate the d13C of

the contaminant (d13Ccontaminant) and the contribution of the

contaminant ( fcontaminant) to the carbon content of unwashed

surface samples:

d13Csurface ¼ fcontaminant � d13Ccontaminant þ fhorn � d13Chorn (5)

1 ¼ fcontaminant þ fhorn (6)

with fhorn denoting the fraction of horn and d13Chorn

the carbon isotope signature of horn. In this estimation,

it was assumed that the sub-surface samples were free

of contaminants, and so d13Chorn could be equated with

d13Csub-surface (d13Chorn ¼ d13Csub-surface). This was supported

by the virtual identity of the d13C of washed surface samples

and sub-surface samples (Table 1). In the same way, it

was assumed that the C/N ratio of (uncontaminated) horn

was the same as that of the sub-surface sample, since the C/N

ratios of sub-surface and washed surface samples were the

same (Table 1). Lastly, it appeared that the contaminant was

free of N (or had a very low N content) as: (i) the C/N ratio of

the unwashed surface samples was higher than that of the sub-

surface and washed surface samples and (ii) the d15N of sub-

surface samples was the same as that of the unwashed
Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 2009; 23: 2347–2356
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Figure 3. Horn isotopic composition trends with age in Capra

ibex. Regression lines for all horns (n¼ 245, solid thick grey

line) and for the horns of individual animals (n¼ 23; dotted

lines for non-significant relations and solid lines for significant

ones, significance level was adjusted following the Bonferroni

procedure for multiple testing.
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surface samples (Table 1). Thus, fhorn was estimated as:

fhorn ¼ C=Nsub�surface

C=Nsurface

(7)

Substitution of d13Chorn by d13Csub-surface, combination of

Eqn. (7) with Eqn. (5), and rearranging yielded the following

equation:

d13Ccontaminant ¼

d13Csurface �
C=Nsub�surface

C=Nsurface

� �
� d13Csub�surface

1 � C=Nsub�surface

C=Nsurface

� � (8)

which provided estimates of d13Ccontaminant from measured

variables.

The mean d13Ccontaminant of the surface samples was

�27.11% (�0.84% standard error (SE), n¼ 21) for the C. ibex

horn, and �28.82% (�1.25% S.E., n¼ 31) for the R. r.

rupicapra horn. This meant that the contaminant was

depleted in 13C by �4% relative to the horn in both the

C. ibex and the R. r. rupicapra. However, in both cases, the

mean fraction of contaminant ( fcontaminant) was low (0.04 in
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
C. ibex and 0.03 in R. r. rupicapra), explaining why the

contamination had only a small effect (�0.15%) on the d13C of

surface samples (Table 1). A similar estimate of the amount of

contaminant (4%) in the surface samples was found when

comparing the C/N ratios of unwashed and washed surface

samples.

Age effects on horn carbon and nitrogen
isotope composition
The effects of year-ring age on the carbon isotope

discrimination (13D), nitrogen isotope composition (d15N)

and C/N ratio were analysed in all C. ibex horns. 13D

increased slightly with animal age (þ0.03% per year, SE:

0.009) (Fig. 3(a)), but this effect was only evident at the level

of the total data set (p¼ 0.001). Individual animals exhibited

neither consistent (12 animals had positive trends and 11

negative ones) nor significant trends with age. For d15N, a

stronger trend of 0.1% per year (SE: 0.01) of animal life was

observed for the whole group (p< 0.001) and positive trends

were found for most individuals (21 animals), of which four

were statistically significant (Fig. 3(b)). The C/N ratio also

increased significantly with age at the whole group level

(þ0.021 per year, SE: 0.003, p<< 0.001) and positive trends in

individuals were frequent (20 animals), although they were

statistically significant in just two cases (Fig. 3(c)).

Isotopic patterns along the horns
Within-year-ring (seasonal) and between-year-ring (inter-

annual) variation of isotope composition was investigated in

one individual each of R. r. rupicapra and C. ibex. In both

individuals the isotopic signatures varied greatly within and

between the year-rings (Fig. 4). However, variation of

d13C and d15N within year-rings was similar for both animals

(mean standard deviation of 0.38%). Significant decreases

(p¼ 0.01) in d13C and d15N within the 1st year-ring were

observed in the R. r. rupicapra horn. By contrast the C. ibex 1st

year-ring revealed an opposite trend of d13C (p< 0.01) and a

non-significant trend of d15N. The latter pattern in C. ibex was

unexpected as the 1st year-ring is produced in the 1st year of

life,29 when weaning occurs and, hence, the horn should be

enriched in 13C and 15N.40,41 However, wearing or loss of the

horn tip may occur, so that the tip of the horn no longer

reflects the correct isotopic pattern of the 1st year. In the older

year-rings of C. ibex, long-term decreasing trends (p< 0.01)

were observed for both d13C and d15N.

In the R. r. rupicapra horn the 3rd and 4th year-rings

revealed a somewhat similar d13C pattern, less negative at the

beginning and end of the ring, and more negative in the

centre. However, due to the small dimension of the other

year-rings, the number of samples per year-ring was small,

and not sufficient to further investigate an underlying

seasonal pattern.

Geostatistics was used to analyse the spatial pattern of

isotope composition along the C. ibex horn. The semivario-

grams revealed no spatial dependence of the d15N values at

the scale of the entire horn (Fig. 5(a)), but substantial

dependence at the year-ring scale (Fig. 5(b)), with paired

samples differing by up to 0.3% [(0.07)0.5] (sill) (Table 2).

Conversely, the d13C values exhibited strong spatial depen-

dence at both scales, that of the entire horn (Fig. 5(c)) and that
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Figure 5. Semivariograms of d15N (a, b) and d13C (c, d) of

C. ibex horn at the entire-horn (a, c: hmax¼ 50 sections) and

year-ring (insets b and d; hmax¼ 10 sections) scales. Semi-

variograms (a) and (b) were fitted to exponential models

g(h)¼ nuggetþ (sill – nugget)� (1 – exp(–h/range)); (c) to

a linear model, g(h)¼ nuggetþ (sill – nugget)/range� h; and

(d) to a periodic model, g(h)¼ nuggetþ (sill – nugget)� (1 –

cos(2p� h/range) (see parameters in Table 2). Pooled semi-

variograms (b) and (d) were calculated from within year-ring

data.

Figure 4. Carbon (d13C, *) and nitrogen (d15N, *) isotope

compositions of C. ibex (a) and R. r. rupicapra (b) horns from

the tip to the base using sub-surface samples. Dashed lines

refer to the year-rings limits. Note the different scaling of axes

for the two species.
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of year-rings (Fig. 5(d)). Differences in d13C between

neighbouring samples increased linearly with distance at

the entire horn, i.e. life-time, scale (Fig. 5(c)), as was expected

from the long-term trend of d13C (Fig. 4). The spatial

dependence of d13C within year-rings followed a very

different periodic pattern (Fig. 5(d)) whose period length

(9.6 sections) corresponded almost exactly to the length of the

year-ring (10 sections). At this seasonal scale the d13C of

sample pairs varied little when they were separated by small

or far distances, �0.16% [(0.024)0.5], but they differed greatly

at medium distances (�5 sections), �0.31% [(0.09)0.5]. This

pattern was strongly indicative of a systematic seasonal

variation of d13C.
DISCUSSION

Avoiding sampling artefacts – the roles of
sample location and contamination
The surface horn samples were contaminated with carbon

compounds, which were depleted in 13C by �4% relative to
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
the horn material in both R. r. rupicapra and C. ibex. The

contaminant was of an organic nature (as indicated by its

d13C), appeared to be free of nitrogen and could be removed

completely by washing with water and organic solvents.

Apparently, it was a natural accretion, since it was found on

horns which had not received any protective treatments

(such as coating with oleaginous solutions and insecticides,

which may be routine treatments in museum collections).

The low d13C of the contamination points to fat2,31 (e.g. suet)

as a major (or sole) component. Since the degree of

contamination was small, it had only a relatively small

effect (�0.15%) on the d13C of surface samples in the R. r.

rupicapra and C. ibex. Nevertheless, it is advisable to minimise

such contaminants in samples, since the amount may be

higher in certain conditions. In some cases we found

contaminations of up to 8% of the total sample carbon,

and this caused a bias of the d13C of up to 0.4% (data not

shown). We suggest that there are two equivalent methods to
Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 2009; 23: 2347–2356
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Table 2. Parameters of the semivariogram models of Fig. 5

for carbon (d13C) and nitrogen isotopic composition (d15N)

along the C. ibex horn. Seasonal semivariograms include

pairs of samples within the same year-rings (maximum dis-

tance 9 sections). Life time semivariograms considered pairs

of samples along the entire horn (maximum distance 50

sections). The seasonal semivariograms resulted from pooled

year-ring semivariograms. Nugget is the semivariance at the

origin (distance¼ 0); Sill is the maximum semivariance;

Range is the maximum distance of spatial correlation, NSI

is the Nash-Sutcliffe fitting parameter

Nugget Sill Range Model NSI

d15N
Seasonal 0.02 0.090 3 Exponential 0.87
Life time 0.047 0.086 6.73 Exponential 0.95

d13C
Seasonal 0.023 0.096 9.56 Periodic 0.98
Life time 0.046 149 21067 Linear 0.99
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avoid contamination: (1) washing the surface samples or (2)

collection of sub-surface material. Sub-surface samples of

both species had normal C/N ratio distributions that were

virtually identical to that in the surface layer after washing.

Thus, it can be concluded that the sub-surface samples were

entirely composed of horn.

The d13C of the horn of R. r. rupicapra exhibited significant

variation among horn rings along the longitudinal axis

(Fig. 4(b)), but d13C of the back and front side of the horn did

not differ (Table 1). Thus, although the d13C of horn

formation varied strongly over time, the horn material

deposited on different sides of each horn ring had the same C

isotope composition. The same was true for the C/N ratio of

horn. In addition, the d15N was near-identical on the front

and back side, except for a small apparent offset of 0.1%.

These results mean that the d13C and d15N patterns along the

horn can be reliably reconstructed by sampling a single

transect along the horn. This finding is significant as

sampling effort can be reduced and damage of the trophy

horn minimised by only sampling its back side.

Age effects on horn d15N and carbon isotopic
discrimination (13D) of C. ibex
The d15N and the C/N ratios of year-rings increased

significantly with animal age in C. ibex. In addition, there

was a minimal, but statistically significant effect of age on

carbon isotope discrimination. Thus, during the 13 years of

an individual’s mean life-span, d15N increased by �1.3%,

carbon isotope discrimination by 0.4% and C/N ratio by

�0.26. In principle, there are several mechanisms which

could produce age-related changes in horn isotope compo-

sition, including (i) modifications of horn after its formation

as a result of weathering or wear; (ii) changes in diet isotope

composition, which could arise from modifications of dietary

preferences or altered habitat use/migration patterns with

age, or changes in the isotope composition of vegetation over

time; and (iii) changes in diet-horn isotope fractionation

resulting from altered metabolism or nutritional status. An

increase in C/N ratio with age has also been observed in
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
human finger-nails and this is thought to reflect a change in

amino acid composition with age.42 Concerning mechanism

(i), there is currently no evidence from this or other studies

that weathering or wear affects the isotope composition of

horn. If it had an effect in the present study, the isotope

composition of surface samples should have diverged

increasingly from that of sub-surface horn samples along

the longitudinal axis of the horn, but this did not happen.

Conversely, changes in diet isotope composition (mech-

anism (ii)) are a definite possibility in these free-ranging

animals. For instance, Grignolio et al.43 observed that age had

a strong influence on space use by male C. ibex. Such

behaviour could involve age-dependent shifts between

isotopically distinct grazing grounds, but this has not been

studied. On the other hand, there were only very minor

changes in d15N or 13C discrimination in the sampled C. ibex

population over the last 70 years (data not shown), proving

that the observed age effects on horn isotope composition

were true, behaviourally or metabolically based age-effects

and were not related to general changes in the isotopic

composition of vegetation in the habitat of C. ibex.

The effects of animal physiology on the diet-horn isotope

fractionation (mechanism iii) are also likely to implicate age

trends of the isotope composition of C. ibex horns. Animal

metabolism involves isotopic fractionation: the lighter isotopes

are preferentially respired (12C),1 or absorbed/excreted (14N)

during transamination reactions.44 Thus, age-related changes

in the metabolism of C. ibex might lead to metabolic shifts in

horn 13C discrimination and d15N. Experimental and obser-

vational evidence exists that 15N fractionation may depend

on growth rate,45,46 food restriction,45,47,48 age,46,48,49 diet

nitrogen content,50 and quality;46,51 although there is not always

agreement on the direction and significance of these effects.

In contrast to 15N, variations in 13C isotopic fractionation

are mainly attributed to changes in the lipid content of tissues

rather than to metabolic traits,44 which are not likely to occur

in horns as they are essentially composed of protein.

Therefore, it is likely that age-related metabolic or nutritional

changes explain the increase in horn d15N (and perhaps also
13D); however, controlled feeding experiments are necessary

to determine unambiguously the mechanisms leading to

such effects in C. ibex horns. Such studies are essential for

understanding animal metabolism and related isotope

effects, but are challenging because of the relatively long

life-span of these animals and the small expected effects:

þ0.1% per year for d15N and þ0.03% per year for 13D.

Spatio-temporal patterns of d13C and d15N
along the horn
Geostatistical analysis of the spatial distribution of isotope

composition of one horn of C. ibex indicated two superposed

patterns: a multi-annual (life-long) trend of decreasing

d13C and seasonal variations of d13C. The life-long decrease

in d13C was controlled by two mechanisms: the age effect on
13D (discussed above) and the decreasing d13C of atmospheric

CO2. Notably, the contribution of each mechanism was the

same: d13CCO2 decreased by 0.6% between 1992 and 2003,

and the individuals’ age-related 13D contributed a further

decrease of 0.6% in the same period.
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While the conversion of positional isotope data into a

temporal scale is quite straightforward at the scale of years

(since every ring can be assigned to a particular year), this is

more difficult at the within-year-ring, intra-annual scale.

Indeed, the position-time conversion of within-year-ring

information in ungulate horns poses problems similar to

those for year rings of trees.52 In both cases the seasonal

timing and rate of growth must be known. Horns of C. ibex

grow from spring till winter,29 but more precise information

on growth rates is not available. Thus, the chronological

record of horn d13C shown in Fig. 6 is necessarily tentative for

its exact intra-annual resolution. This record was generated

from the positional d13C data (Fig. 4(a)) assuming that horn

growth started at the beginning of April, maintained a

constant rate, and stopped at the end of November in every

year. However, the spatial (Fig. 4(a)) and the temporal (Fig. 6)

records prove within-season variations, with large differ-

ences occurring during the middle of the growth period (the

centre of the year-ring, see Fig. 5(d)) that are either higher or

lower than spring or autumn values (Fig. 6). These intra-

annual patterns may have resulted from a variety of factors,

including (i) seasonal fluctuations in the d13C of atmospheric

CO2 (for instance, the d13CCO2 amplitude at Hegyhatsal,

Hungary is �0.8% between May and October32); (ii) seasonal

variations of soil and weather conditions which affect plant
13C discrimination, (iii) seasonal migration between iso-

topically distinct habitats (e.g. movement along altitudinal

gradients or between the north and south slopes of the

mountain range); or (iv) seasonal variation of within-animal
13C fractionation, possibly triggered by changes in the

physiology/nutritional status of the animal related to

changes in herbage availability or quality over the seasons.

These are all interesting questions which merit further study.
Figure 6. Chronological record of d13C variation in the horn

of one individual of C. ibex, estimated from positional 13C data

(Fig. 4(a)) by assuming a constant horn growth rate from

beginning of April to end of November, and a quiescent phase

from beginning of December to end of March in all years. The

periodic semivariogram model of Fig. 5(d) was used to gen-

erate the kriging interpolation line (solid line) and kriging

standard deviation (dotted lines).

Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Whatever the underlying mechanisms, the strong inter-

annual differences in the seasonal variation of 13C have

practical implications for sampling horns in studies of long-

term changes of the 13C signal. Due to the strong seasonal

variation among years (mechanisms (i) – (iv) above) the

(linear) multi-annual trend constructed from samples

collected in the centre part of year-rings was much more

‘noisy’ (r2¼ 0.53) than that obtained from sampling the

beginning (r2¼ 0.84) or end (r2¼ 0.72) of the year-rings.

Therefore, it is advisable to avoid sampling the centre of

year-rings in studies of long-term changes in 13C in the horn

of C. ibex.

In contrast to d13C, the spatial (and temporal) effects on

d15N were quite modest and limited to the within-year-ring

domain. This indicates that the variation in d15N occurred

mainly at the seasonal scale, perhaps due to seasonal migra-

tion or alterations of nutritional status. The most evident

difference, compared with the spatial pattern of d13C, was the

continuous change in horn d15N throughout the season in

contrast to the cycling pattern of d13C.
CONCLUSIONS

This work has established the existence of systematic varia-

tions of d13C and d15N in the horn of two common alpine

ungulate grazers, which hold valuable information about the

nutritional and behavioural ecology of these species. Present

evidence indicates some of the variation results from changes

in the physiology or nutritional ecology of animals with age,

such as the age-effect on d15N. Conversely, the multi-annual

and seasonal changes of d13C were apparently related to

effects of environmental factors on vegetation 13C composi-

tion. Further research with GPS-tracked animals and veg-

etation sampling of grazed areas may help to further resolve

effects of behaviour, diet and metabolism on horn isotope

composition.
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